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Ultrasound as a useful tool to integrate the clinical assessment 
of nail involvement in psoriatic arthritis
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Abstract

Developing the skills to adequately assess nail lesions in psoriasis is mandatory for correct inter-
pretation of the pathological features and to provide correct management of psoriatic patients. 
Although clinical assessment is part of an accurate diagnosis of nail psoriasis, recent advances in 
the field of imaging are generating growing interest among clinicians exploring its potential role for 
the assessment of nail psoriasis. We would like to address the attention to ultrasound (US), which 
is having an impact in different clinical scenarios such as diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment mon-
itoring of nail involvement in psoriatic disease
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Recognition of nail lesions in psoriasis is essential for 
a diagnosis and helps to provide adequate management 
of psoriatic patients. The basic evaluation of nail changes 
in psoriasis is still the evaluation carried out by an expe-
rienced clinician, but in recent years interesting advanc-
es in the field of imaging have opened up new research 
avenues aimed at exploring their possible role in the as-
sessment of nail psoriasis. Particular attention has been 
paid to ultrasound examination (US), which is demon-
strating a potential impact in different clinical scenarios 
such as diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment monitoring 
of nail involvement in psoriasis [1–4] We have read with 
interest the comprehensive review paper on nail psoriasis 
by Sobolewski et al. [5]. It represents an optimal guide for 
a best interpretation of the wide range of nail abnormali-
ties in psoriatic disease in daily clinical practice. 

Ultrasound seems to be an optimal technique to de-
tect minimal morphostructural changes at the nail unit 
level (especially in the early stages), even to identify sub-
clinical nail involvement [6].

Thanks to the high resolution of the US transducers, 
the nail unit can be depicted with detailed anatomical 
precision including the nail plates (with the volar and dor-
sal plate), nail bed (which should measure no more than 

2.5 to 3 mm), and nail matrix (Fig. 1A) [7-–9]. In the early 
stages of psoriatic onychopathy, the ventral plate may 
present loss of its sharp hyperechoic definition, with focal 
irregularities and hyperechoic deposits. In the late stage, 
fusion of ventral and dorsal plates can be seen as a sin-
gle, thickened, wavy hyperechoic layer with an inhomoge-
neous outline and loss of the virtual anechoic space be-
tween them, with or without increased blood flow in the 
nail bed, as assessed by power Doppler [10]. Additionally, 
the nail bed is generally thickened (Fig. 1B).

Gutierrez et al. [9] described how US may help in 
diagnosis, especially in cases when nail involvement 
may not be clinical visible (i.e. when there is only vo-
lar nail plate involvement). An interesting paper pub-
lished by Acquitter et al. [10] showed by US how the 
detection of subclinical enthesopathy at nail level is 
frequent with different types of psoriasis (scalp and 
inverse). They showed how the different abnormalities 
of psoriatic nails, such as loss of the normal trilaminar 
appearance or nail thickening, are significantly associ-
ated with a risk of developing psoriatic arthritis (PsA). 

Acosta-Felquer et al. [11] showed an association be-
tween subclinical US nail involvement and enthesitis at 
the distal interphalangeal joint (DIP) level in psoriasis. 
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The message was that nail disease was closely associ-
ated with DIP US enthesitis, which supports the nail-en-
theseal pathogenesis theory at DIP level [12–14].

Moreover, Castellanos-Gonzalez et al. [15] showed 
that the clinical presence of onychopathy is a predictor 
of US enthesitis at DIP level in patients with psoriasis. 

From the perspective of treatment monitoring there 
are very few papers supporting the potential role of US. 
Yamaoka et al. [16] performed a study aiming to verify 
US changes after biological treatment. At six months 
of therapy there were evident changes in the US nail 
abnormalities, consisting of improvement of the sono-
graphic aspect of nail plates and reduction of nail bed 
thickness.  Gutierrez et al. [17] also demonstrated how 
US can be useful for a global assessment of treatment 
monitoring of PsA patients. His group showed, in a cross 
-sectional study, that US can depict changes in skin and 
nail after biological treatment. 

The use of US for the study of nail involvement in 
psoriasis patients remains a challenge but is a promis-
ing area of research for the coming years. Future per-
spectives must be made towards standardisation of the 
technique (US machine settings, type of transducers, 
and acquisition of images) and interpretation. This point 
addresses the emphasis on educational aspects aimed 
at uniform use and application of US in the assessment 
of nails. Moreover, studies exploring the reliability of US 
findings in nail involvement, the concurrent validity, and 
the feasibility in terms of time spent for US examination 
should also be the goals of future investigations in this 
topic. Recent works are depicting an interesting panora-
ma on the possible clinical impact of US in assessing 
nails in psoriasis in the context of global assessment 
of PsA disease activity. Sometimes, nail changes are 
not clearly visible clinically. Additionally, to determine if 
there is or is not power Doppler (US finding related to 
the activity of the inflammatory process) within the nail 
bed is very difficult for the clinician. In this way US may 
contribute by showing findings additional to the clinical 
assessment and increasing the sensitivity to depict use-
ful features to improve the global activity of PsA [17, 18]. 

On the other hand, data related to the utility of US to 
predict the progress of the disease are emerging [5, 10, 
15]. US has shown that the central inflammatory change 
in PsA takes place in the entheseal compartment. This 
structure is present in almost every joint, but enthesi-
tis manifests clinically in PsA especially in structures 
subject to major shear and stretch forces. Nail disease 
in PsA results from the close relationship between this 
structure and the enthesis of the DIP extensor. The in-
flammatory change begins in the entheses, affecting the 
nail according to the degree and site (matrix vs. nail bed) 
of inflammatory activity, and progresses proximally to 

affect the DIP joint. This results ultimately in the final 
anatomical, radiological, and clinical changes of PsA in 
the joints. In this view, the ability to accurately detect 
nail changes gives them a strategic role in the early de-
tection of subclinical entheseal disease, progression of 
the anatomical damage, and in the referral and manage-
ment of early PsA, thereby preventing severe, erosive, 
and deformative joint lesions [5].

Conclusions

Although clinical examination is still the method of 
reference for the assessment of nail involvement, US im-
aging is showing the capability to shortly become an ad-
ditional tool for the initial screening of psoriatic patients 
at risk of nail involvement or those with psoriasis that 
may develop DIP arthritis.  
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Fig. 1. A – Nail. Healthy subject. US assessment 
in dorsal scan showing dorsal (arrow) and ven-
tral plate (arrowhead), the nail bed (asterisk), 
and nail matrix (nm). B – Psoriatic onychopathy. 
Dorsal scan. Note the fusion of ventral and dor-
sal plates and loss of the virtual anechoic (arrow). 
Moreover, the thickness of the nail bad (vertical 
white line), loss of the nail matrix, and the in-
crease of power Doppler inside are evident. 
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